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EXECUTIVE REPORT
While this issue of KEWA will appear well after the start of 1990, formally this is
the issue to announce that an easy transition from the old to the new Chapter
Executive has taken place, with one minor revision. It was announced in our November
issue that Mala Murty would hold the position of Director on the 1990 Executive.
Unfortunately, committments changed and Mala has since stepped down. Fortunately,
new Chapter President Megan Cook cornered member Wayne Hagerty at the January
speaker night and "persuaded" him to fill in. The Executive wishes to welcome Wayne
into the position of Director, and would also like to pat Megan on the back for
demonstrating an impressive dictatorial role in getting Wayne on side! This bodes well
for the rest of the year! Of course, no sooner had Wayne come on board than George
Connoy announced that, for medical reasons, he would have to take a leave as
Treasurer over the next few months. Consequently Wayne will also serve as replacement
Treasurer until George returns. Wayne will be working with Past President Neal Ferris
to finish off the books from last year, as well as the symposium books.
On other fronts, Pat Weatherhead will be acting Chapter President until early in
March, while Meagan is away in Egypt (must be nice!). Pat also will be heading up a
crew of Chapter members manning a Chapter display during Heritage Week, on Thursday
evening, February 22, at the downtown London Public Library. Information about the
Chapter and artifact identifications will be provided.

The Museum of Indian Archaeology announces that it will be hosting a series of
Workshops and Seminars over the next few months. Ranging from activities such as hide
working and lithic technology to beadwork and other Native crafts, these sessions are
open to limited numbers of registrants. For full information on courses offered,
registration fees and schedules, please phone 473-1360.
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*

SOCIAL REPORT
Lab nights are now in full swing as work continues of the Fradenburg historic
Neutral site, and on Van Bemmel site processing. Everyone is welcome, and opportunities
for learning specific skills are available on request. Remember, this season Lab Nights
are held on Wednesday evenings, starting at 7:30 PM, at 55 Centre Street.
Karen Lechner, of the London Children's Museum, is looking for London Chapter
members who might have a few hours to volunteer during the upcoming March Break
(March 12-16) to help man their archaeology display. Anyone willing to provide their
time can reach Karen at 434-5726.
EDITOR'S REPORT
This month we feature an article on the Middle Woodland Butler's Woods site,
excavated by Peter Timmins of the Museum of Indian Archaeology. As consulting
archaeology continues to grow in southwestern Ontario, it is the intention of KEWA's
editorial board to feature mitigation reports and other research by consultant's working
in the region. With so much data being generated, some of it should end up in places
other than on a shelf collecting dust, or buried in a dead file! Also, a brief article to
fill out this issue is provided by retiring President Neal Ferris.

The Butler's Woods Site (AfHj-82)
and the Middle Woodland Occupation of the middle
Thames River Drainage
Peter A. Timmins
Introduction

The Butler's Woods site (AfHj-82) is located in a woodlot on
the property of Mr. Lawrence Butler, Ekfrid Township, Middlesex
County, Ontario (Figure 1) .
The site was discovered by the
Museum of Indian Archaeology during the archaeological survey of
a transmission corridor running west from the Longwood
Transformer Station to Macksville Junction conducted for Ontario
Hydro in the fall of 1988. The Longwood Transformer Station is
located just west of the town of Mount Brydges, Ontario.
The site was found while test pitting the corridor through
Mr. Butler's woodlot and was recognized as a highly significant
Middle Woodland camp based on the presence of small amounts of
dentate stamped pottery distributed over a small area. Since the
area of the corridor within the woodlot was to be clear cut by
Ontario Hydro in the winter of 1988, mitigative excavations were
undertaken for Ontario Hydro in the fall of 1988.

Environmental Setting
The site occurs in a transition zone between the Caradoc
Sand Plain and the Ekfrid Clay Plain as defined by Chapman and
Putnam (1984).
This area is characterized by sandy loam and
loamy sand soils on elevated knolls and ridges and clay loam and
silt loam soils on the flats and low-lying areas. The transition
to finer soils is apparent as one moves west. Soils on the site
proper are a light, sandy loam.

Topographically, the Butler's Woods site is located on a
small terrace that runs north-south across the Hydro corridor,
paralleling a relic stream bed to the east. The terrain rises to
a prominent sandy knoll to the west (Figure 1) . It is notable
that the site was not situated on top of this feature but instead
was established in the more sheltered location downslope to the
east.
As Figure 5 shows, the site is located near the height of
land between the Sydenham and Thames River drainages.
The relic
stream located beside the site probably held water in prehistoric
times and is seasonally wet today.
Aside from this potential
water source, the only other source of potable water is a wetland
area located 540 metres to the west.

Fieldwork
Mitigative excavations on the Butler's Woods site were
conducted for six days between October 31 and November 10, 1988.
A total of 45 one metre squares were excavated in this time.
Excavation was conducted by shovel and trowel and all soil was
screened through .6 cm mesh.
A five metre grid was established on the site with each five
metre square sub-divided into 25 one metre sub-squares (Figure
2) .
Square 600-300 was centred over the positive test pits
discovered initially and excavation commenced by digging two one
metre wide trenches oriented east-west and north-south through
the centre of this square.
Artifact densities in these units
indicated that productivity was increasing to the northeast,
consequently the excavation was extended in that direction.
Of the 45 one metre squares excavated 12 proved to be
sterile. The remaining 33 squares yielded variable quantities of
material but artifact densities were generally quite low except
in areas where portions of ceramic vessels were recovered in
several pieces. The total artifact inventory is described below.
Artifact Analysis
Lithics
A total of 99 pieces of lithic debris were recovered,
including two projectile points, one biface, three utilized
flakes, and 93 pieces of chipping detritus.
The first projectile point (Plate l,a) is a slightly
asymmetrical specimen with shallow side notches and a straight to
slightly concave base. It is made on Onondaga chert. The blade
is alternately beveled creating a bitriangular cross-section. It
measures 41.5 mm in length, 23 mm in width, and is 8.4 mm thick.
The thickness/width ratio is .37. These metric and morphological
attributes all fall within the range of variation defined for the
Saugeen point type (Kenyon 1979b).
The second projectile point is an extremely fragmentary
portion of a notched biface broken both above and below the
notches.
It is 9.5 mm thick and is made of an unidentified
whitish grey chert. This specimen is probably a fragment of a
notched Saugeen projectile point similar to the one described
above. The biface is a large well made knife with a semi-lunar
form (Plate 1, b) . It is 59.2 mm long, 38.6 mm wide and 12.8 mm
thick.
The raw material is locally derived Onondaga pebble
chert.
Of the three utilized flakes, two are made on large
secondary reduction flakes (Plate 1, c), while the other is made
on a small biface thinning flake. The larger specimens show use
wear on two lateral edges while the smaller flake has been utilized
only on the distal end.
Two of the utilized flakes are on
Onondaga chert and one is made of Selkirk chert.

Figure 1: Location of the Butler's Woods Site Within the Ontario Hydro Corridor.
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The debitage sample is small but highly informative. Of the
93 flakes recovered, 91 (97.8%) are of Onondaga chert while the
remaining two (2.2%) are an unidentified exotic chert. The
complete absence of Kettle Point chert, which outcrops along the
eastern shore of Lake Huron, suggests that interaction with more
westerly groups with access to this material may have been
minimal. Kenyon (1979b) notes that Saugeen points found in the
Lake Huron drainage are usually made on Kettle Point chert while
those from the Lake Erie drainage are more often made of
Onondaga.
The raw material in the Butler's Woods lithic
assemblage does not conform to this pattern since the site is in
the Lake Huron/Lake St. Clair drainage yet almost all of the
lithic material is Onondaga chert.
Table 1 summarizes the frequencies of flake types recovered
from Butler's Woods. The debitage sample is dominated by flakes
indicative of late stage biface thinning and re-sharpening. Half
of the flakes are fragmentary (lacking a striking platform), and
the majority of these are small fragments probably attributable
to biface thinning.
If we exclude the fragmentary and shatter
flakes, the resulting frequency distribution, shown in Figure 3,
illustrates the dominance of late stage reduction debitage and
the complete absence of primary reduction flakes. This pattern
is strongly indicative of a concern for chert conservation on the
part of the Butler's Woods chert knappers. The small amount of
material indicates that little chert knapping was occurring at
the site. Further, that which did occur was primarily concerned
with tool maintenance such as resharpening. This suggests that
chert was in short supply and that the Butler's Woods inhabitants
may have been far from their normal sources of chert supply
during their occupation of the site.
The distribution of lithic material on the site is also
instructive. As Figure 2 shows, two distinct concentrations of
lithic debitage, each measuring 3-4 m in diameter, are readily
apparent.
These concentrations correspond closely to the
distribution of the four sub-surface features and may represent
the interior remains of two small house structures although post
moulds were not found around them.
Alternatively, they may
simply represent two distinct activity areas.
Ceramics
The Butler's Woods excavation yielded portions of at least
two ceramic vessels in spatially discrete locations.
Vessel 1
was found in two sub-squares within Square 600-300 and Vessel 2
was concentrated in three sub-squares within Square 605-300. The
main concentrations of these two vessels are shown in Figure 2.
Vessel 1 is represented by four rim sherds, 18 neck sherds,
and several body sherds and fragmentary sherds.
Unfortunately,
most pieces are very small and many have been eroded, making
reconstruction impossible. The paste is a light brown to orangebrown and the temper consists of particles of whitish grit.
Several coil breaks are apparent. The vessel displays a thinned,

slightly pointed lip 7.5 mm wide with an oblique profile angled
in towards the vessel interior.
The vessel rim appears to be
slightly outflaring.
The lip has been stamped with a dentate
tool.
The rim exterior and neck have been decorated with a
dentate tool applied in a vertical rocker motion.
Superimposed
on this rocker dentate motif are a series of elongated incised
criss-crosses on both the neck and the upper rim (Plate 2,
a,b,c,d). The underlying rocker dentate motif is quite dense on
the vessel neck but becomes wider along the upper rim.
The
exterior neck decoration terminates near the vessel shoulder and
the surface treatment changes to cord malleation.
Three neckshoulder sherds from Vessel 1 are cord malleated. The interior
of Vessel 1 is also decorated with a rocker dentate motif (Plate
2, e,f,g). The extent of decoration along the vessel interior
cannot be determined. We may assume that it terminates at some
point along the neck since none of the body sherds have an
interior design. Fourteen body sherds from Vessel 1 have been
malleated with a cord-wrapped paddle.
They range from 8.6 to
13.2 mm in thickness with a mean thickness of 10.15 mm.
Vessel 2 is more poorly represented, consisting of four neck
sherds, four neck-shoulder sherds, 20 body sherds, one basal
sherd, and one possibly associated rim sherd. The ceramic paste
is again light brown to orange-brown in colour and it is tempered
with a similar whitish grit.
A number of coil breaks are
present. The single rim sherd possibly associated with Vessel 2
was found about 1 metre north of the main Vessel 2 concentration
as shown on Figure 2. It displays a plain lip, 7.8 mm in width,
a horizontally wiped interior, and an exterior motif consisting
of two horizontal incised lines.
The neck sherds exhibit a
horizontal dentate stamped motif consisting of a series of
closely spaced dentate stamped lines (Plate 2, i).
One sherd
(Plate 2, h) shows two horizontal incised lines superimposed over
the horizontal dentate stamped decoration. The two neck-shoulder
sherds (Plate 2, j) also display a horizontal dentate stamped
motif indicating that this decoration continues at least as far
as the vessel shoulder.
The interiors of the neck and neckshoulder sherds have been horizontally wiped. The body sherds
have been cord malleated both vertically and obliquely.
Body
sherd thickness ranges between 9.0 and 12.0 mm with a mean of
10.73 mm, indicating that Vessel 2 had slightly thicker walls
than Vessel 1.
In fact, however, the body sherds from each
vessel are very similar in paste and temper characteristics and
in exterior surface treatment.
Their separation here is based
only on their provenience within or near one of the two ceramic
concentrations.
Finally, it should be noted that the two ceramic
concentrations were not entirely mutually exclusive. Two Vessel
2 neck-shoulder sherds were found in the Vessel 1 area and two
Vessel 1 neck sherds were found in the Vessel 2 area. Further,
one ceramic cross-mend linking two body sherds was made between
the two areas. This establishes contemporaneity in the use of
these areas and indicates that ceramic refuse from both vessels
was dispersed between them.
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Figure 3: Debitage Frequencies From Butler's Woods

Figure 5: Middle Woodland Sites in the London Area.

It is significant to note that the distribution of ceramics
is largely separate from the distribution of lithic material
(Figure 2) . This may be a simple product of refuse disposal
behaviour.
One of the well established principles of
archaeological site formation processes maintains that small
waste items, such as flakes, are likely to be deposited where
they are produced whereas larger waste items, such as broken
pots, are more likely to be discarded in "toss zones" just beyond
the main activity area (Schiffer 1987; Binford 1978; Stevenson
1986).
The distribution of lithics and ceramics at Butler's
Woods shows a high degree of correspondence with this expected
pattern.
Feature Analysis
Four sub-surface archaeological features were delineated at
the subsoil level (Figure 2). Feature 1 was an ovate reddishorange stain that was interpreted in the field as a hearth. It
contained a small amount of fired soil but yielded no cultural
debris upon excavation. One half of the feature was subjected to
flotation but no cultural remains were recovered. Feature 2 was
a small pit containing black topsoil with subsoil mottles.
Although no cultural material was recovered in excavation, the
flotation sample yielded three chert flakes and a small amount of
carbonized material.
Feature 3 yielded one piece of chipping
detritus from flotation. It was an ovate stain with a depth of
only 9 cm. It is interpreted as a remnant of the site living
floor rather than a purposely dug pit. Feature 4 was similar to
Feature 3 insofar as it was a shallow depression probably related
to the site living floor. One utilized flake was recovered from
the topsoil-subsoil interface above this feature.
Cultural Affiliation
Recent archaeological research in southwestern Ontario has
defined a series of Middle Woodland communities distributed along
many of the major drainages in the region. Two Middle Woodland
cultural complexes, Saugeen and Couture, are represented in the
London area. Both are believed to date between about 300 B.C.
and 700 A.D.
Most of the Middle Woodland sites in the London area have
been assigned to the Saugeen Complex, a major Middle Woodland
culture that extends from the shores of Lake Huron in the west to
the Nottawassaga and Grand Rivers in the east (Spence and Fox
1986).
Saugeen is known primarily through the work of J.V.
Wright (Wright and Anderson 1963), William Finlayson (1977) and
Ian Kenyon (1979a), all of whom have excavated sites within the
Lake Huron drainage.
They have defined a lacustrine oriented
settlement-subsistence system involving late spring-early summer
macroband camps at favoured fishing areas along major rivers,
followed by late summer dispersal into family or microband groups
occupying fishing stations on or near the Lake Huron shore.
The

existence of inland winter microband settlements has been
postulated but no convincing examples of this settlement type
have been excavated in the northerly localities.
In the London area the distribution of Saugeen sites appears
to overlap with the easterly distribution of sites of the Western
Basin Middle Woodland or Couture Complex (Stothers 1979; Pihl
1983; Spence and Fox 1986; Spence et al:in preparation). Spence,
Pihl, and Murphy (in preparation) have recently applied the name
Couture to a number of Middle Woodland sites in extreme
southwestern Ontario that have been previously classified as
Western Basin Middle Woodland. Couture Complex sites have been
found on points and islands along the margins of Lakes St. Clair
and Erie, and in inland locations usually in river valleys or on
sand plains.
This site distribution has led Spence, Pihl and
Murphy to propose a seasonally based subsistence pattern
involving exploitation of rich lacustrine environments during the
warmer months followed by inland dispersal to small hunting and
collecting camps in the fall and winter.
The chief attribute distinguishing Couture from Saugeen
ceramics is the dominance of corded surface treatment on the
Couture pots and their less elaborate decoration. Decoration on
Saugeen vessels may extend far down the neck and over the vessel
body, while on Couture pots decoration beyond cord treatment is
usually confined to the upper rim, lip and rim interior.
Unfortunately, the small amount of diagnostic material from
the Butler's Woods site hinders any attempt to assign it to
either the Saugeen or the Couture complex. The single complete
projectile point may be viewed as a variant of the Saugeen type
although the basal configuration is slightly aberrant. However,
such points are ubiquitous in Couture Complex assemblages as
well.
Rocker dentate stamped ceramics with overlying incised
lines are not, as yet, known from Couture Complex sites. Similar
ceramics were found in small quantities at the Donaldson site
(Finlayson 1977:106), suggesting that this may be a Saugeen
trait.
For this reason a Saugeen cultural affiliation for the
Butler's Woods site is proposed. It is noted, however, that the
classification of Middle Woodland material in southwestern
Ontario in general, and in the London area in particular, is in a
state of flux, given the recent definition of the Couture Complex
and the lack of diagnostic material from small sites such as
Butler's Woods.
Site Structure and Seasonality
As noted previously, the distribution of features and lithic
debris at Butler's Woods forms two distinct concentrations, each
measuring about three metres in diameter (Figure 2) . We have
suggested that these two concentrations may
represent debris
from the interiors of two small houses or huts. If this is true,
the shallow features discovered in the northerly cluster could be
explained as remnants of a house living floor.
Although post
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Plate 1: Lithics From Barkley Road, a: Onondaga projectile point: b: notched biiac
fragment; c: Onondaga bifacial knive; d: Onondaga utilized flake.

moulds were not found around these artifact clusters, they would
not be expected if these were temporary structures, perhaps
constructed during the winter when the ground was frozen.
Alternatively, the two concentrations may simply be
explained as the remnants of two distinct activity areas.
In
this regard the distribution of debris corresponds nicely with
the model of "drop" and "toss" zones developed by Binford (1978).
As Figure 4 shows, it is possible to define a drop zone with a
three metre diameter within which most of the small chert flakes
were discarded. The features occur within the drop zone as well.
The toss zone, located beyond the drop zone contains most of the
two ceramic vessels recovered from the site. As discussed above,
the ceramic material occurs in two distinct concentrations and it
would appear that these two broken pots were simply thrown out of
the main activity areas. Incidentally, the toss/drop zone model
is also be consistent with the interpretation of two structures
on the site insofar as small items would be dropped within the
house while larger items would be tossed out the door.
Judging by the sparsity of material remains recovered, we
may conclude that the Butler's Woods site was probably occupied
only once for a very short period. The small amount of lithic
debris present on the site suggests that the occupation may have
been extremely brief, since any chert knapper could produce the
93 flakes we recovered in a matter of minutes. However, in the
course of the occupation two projectile points, one bifacial
knife, and at least two ceramic pots were discarded.
This
accumulation of domestic debris indicates that the site was
likely more than an overnight camp. Based on this evidence we
propose an occupation span of one to two weeks.
The high frequency of late stage reduction debitage
indicates that chert conservation was important at Butler's
Woods. The evidence for chert conservation may also be viewed as
an indication of winter occupation since chert would not have
been available during the winter months, especially if a group
was wintering far from its usual chert sources.
The chert at
Butler's Woods is characterized by the dominance of Onondaga and
the complete absence of Kettle Point chert. This suggests that
the Butler's Woods people may have been a more easterly group
hunting on the western periphery of their territory, which also
supports the proposition that they were Saugeen.
Other evidence in support of a cold weather occupation of
the site includes its sheltered inland location, its small size,
and its postulated relationship to other sites in the area.
Regional Settlement Patterns and Comparisons
The role of the Butler's Woods site in the Saugeen
settlement-subsistence system is best examined by placing the
site within a regional context.
In the London area, recent
archaeological surveys conducted by the Museum of Indian
Archaeology and the archaeological consulting firm of Mayer,
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Poulton and Associates have resulted in the documentation of
three clusters of Middle Woodland sites. One of these is located
in the southeast corner of the City of London, one is located
just west of the City along the Thames River between Kilworth and
Delaware, and one is located further west on the Caradoc Sand
Plain (Figure 5). The Butler's Woods site lies within the third
cluster.
The Middle Woodland sites located inland on the Caradoc Sand
Plain appear to be small camps or minor components on larger
multi-component sites.
Four sites with Middle Woodland
components yielding dentate stamped ceramics were found during
the archaeological assessment of Ontario Hydro's Longwood
Transformer Station located just three km east of Butler's Woods
(Mayer, Poulton and Associates I988a).
Just north of the
Longwood Transformer Station another undisturbed Middle Woodland
camp located on an Ontario Hydro transmission corridor was
excavated by Mayer, Poulton and Associates. This site, known as
the Beach Ridge site (AfHj-68) yielded a small amount of Middle
Woodland pottery, several lumps of clay, and several pieces of
lithic debitage upon excavation (Mayer, Poulton and Associates
1988b; R. Pihl: personal communication). Like Butler's Woods,
the Beach Ridge site is a small inland camp that was obviously
occupied for a short period. The artifact inventory from this
site differs significantly from Butler's Woods insofar as
ceramics are poorly represented and lithic debris is more
plentiful.
Despite these differences it is likely that these
sites served similar functions.
Moving east, the series of sites along the Thames River
between Kilworth and Delaware have seen little systematic
investigation.
These are larger sites that are located within
the Thames River Spillway on or adjacent to the Thames floodplain
(Figure 5) .
Unfortunately, most of them are multi-component
sites that pose serious interpretive problems unless components
are separated stratigraphically or horizontally.
One of these
sites is the Brodie site, a large multi-component site
investigated by Roosa several years ago (Fisher 1987). The
collection is presently under analysis by Jim Wilson of McMaster
University (personal communication).
Wilson has recently conducted excavations on another
important Saugeen site within the Kilworth - Delaware cluster.
The Boresma site is located on a low ridge on the Thames River
floodplain near the Village of Delaware. It is a large single
component Middle Woodland site with a stratified midden deposit
below the plough zone. Excavations have yielded an abundance of
faunal material together with an artifact assemblage dominated by
Saugeen ceramics and projectile points (Wilson: personal
communication).
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The size and location of the Saugeen floodplain oriented
sites in the Kilworth - Delaware cluster suggests that they may
represent large macro-band camps occupied during the spring and
early summer similar to the macro-band camps found in the Lake
Huron drainage.
The Boresma site appears to corroborate this
interpretation.
A much different settlement pattern is suggested by the
Sibelius site, a multi-component camp located just west of
Boresma that was excavated by the Ministry of Culture and
Communications, Heritage Branch in the late 1970s (Fox 1982).
One of the major components at Sibelius has been assigned to the
Couture Complex on the basis of the presence of corded ceramics
(Spence et alrin preparation). Sibelius is situated on a terrace
overlooking the Thames River near Delaware, yet despite its
proximity to the river little fish bone was recovered in the
excavations.
However, deer bone was well represented in the
faunal assemblage, leading Fox to suggest that the site may have
functioned as a hunting and deer processing camp, with fishing as
a secondary activity. Unlike Boresma, the Sibelius site saw only
short-term occupations, over a period of several hundred years
(Fox 1982:31).

Moving further east into the City of London, Middle Woodland
sites are primarily found on the Ingersoll moraine which forms a
divide between the Thames River and the Dingman Creek drainage to
the south (Figure 5) . Most of these sites are located in the
Pond Mills area in the southeast corner of the City, however,
Middle Woodland components have also been found in the southwest
on the sandy soils of the Byron area.
Interestingly, all of
these camps are situated near small ponds or bogs.
The sites in the Pond Mills cluster have all been assigned
to the Saugeen Complex based on the presence of dentate stamped
pottery and Saugeen projectile points. Pseudo-scallop stamped
pottery has been found at only two of these sites.
Excavated
components include the East Bog and West Bog sites, the Bradley
Avenue site, and a component at the predominantly Late Woodland
Pond Mills site. At the Pond Mills component, excavated by the
Museum of Indian Archaeology, Poulton found portions of eight
Middle Woodland vessels exhibiting dentate stamp and pseudoscallop shell decoration and a variety of corded and scarified
surface treatments. Poulton (1985) dates the Saugeen component
at Pond Mills between ca. 700 and 850 A.D., primarily on the
strength of a single radiocarbon date. While this date does not
conform to current interpretations of Saugeen chronology, there
are a series of radiocarbon dates from other sites (Thede,
Vandenbygaart, Donaldson Cemetery 2) that support an extension of
Saugeen chronology into the eighth century A.D..
The West and East Bog sites were located in a woodlot in the
Pond Mills area on opposite sides of a small bog that was
originally formed as a kettle pond. During the 1987 field season
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the Museum of Indian Archaeology conducted extensive excavations
on these undisturbed sites. Both were multi-component camps with
evidence of repeated occupation over a period of 9000 years.
The West Bog site is situated on a elongated knoll
overlooking the bog. Excavations conducted along the length of
this knoll revealed distinct concentrations of debitage and
artifacts.
While there is some indication that these
concentrations represent activity areas corresponding to
different periods of use, the archaeological deposit is in fact
continuous and the activity areas tend to blend into one another.
One obvious feature cluster possibly representing a structure was
discovered, although no post moulds were found. Within this area
two corner-notched projectile points similar to the Middle
Woodland Snyders type were recovered.
No Middle Woodland
ceramics were recovered.
On the larger East Bog site analysis of the debitage
densities again revealed distinct areas of high lithic
concentrations.
The distribution
pattern
shows
some
correspondence with the distribution of subsurface features,
although no structures have yet been defined.
One of the
features on the south half of the site returned a radiocarbon
date of 555 +/- 100 A.D. which is acceptable for the Middle
Woodland component. Only three definite Middle Woodland vessels
were recovered. All display coil breaks and dentate or rockerdentate stamped decoration.
Unfortunately, they are all
extremely fragmentary and no reconstruction is possible. Middle
Woodland projectile points from East Bog include a series of
three Snyders variants and a group of small side-notched points
with convex bases that conform nicely to the Saugeen type. Most
of the points are made from the wide variety of locally available
chert.
In summary, the East and West Bog sites are interpreted as
hunting and gathering camps that were occupied on a sporadic
basis over several thousand years.
Although seasonality is
difficult to assess in the absence of floral and faunal data, the
sites are optimally situated for the exploitation of migratory
avian species that would have been attracted to the ponds and
bogs. Since local chert deposits were also exploited, a winter
occupation is unlikely; a fall occupation is therefore proposed.
Two other important Middle Woodland sites within the City of
London are the Barclay Road and Barclay Road West sites, recently
investigated by the Museum. These sites are located in a woodlot
in the southwest corner of the City on opposite sides of a small
bog that would have held water in prehistoric times.
The site
location is virtually identical to that described for the East
and West Bog sites.
The Barclay Road sites were undisturbed and the topsoil was
quite shallow leading to excellent preservation of settlement
pattern data. Several hundred post moulds were cross-sectioned
and mapped in the course of the excavations.
While the
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settlement pattern analysis is ongoing, at least one structure
has been tentatively defined and others may yet be delineated.
The structure measures approximately 4 m x 4 m and contains a
central hearth feature.
Diagnostic artifacts from both sites include thick coil
constructed ceramics with dentate stamped and incised decoration.
The lithic assemblage is dominated by side-notched Saugeen
projectile points although there are a few specimens that are
similar in form (but inferior in workmanship) to Early Woodland
Meadowood points.
In general, the diagnostic materials suggest
that the sites may date early in the Middle Woodland period. The
settlement pattern data and the large amount of lithic and
ceramic debris recovered from Barclay Road suggest that these
sites were semi-permanent settlements that were re-visited over
the course of several seasons.
Given their sheltered inland
location, they were probably occupied during the fall and winter.
To sum up this regional distribution of Middle Woodland
sites, the three site clusters described above represent specific
adaptations to three distinct environments. These are:
1. the bogs and kettle ponds of the Ingersoll moraine in
south London,
2. the riverine environment of the Thames River and its
broad bottomlands west of the City, and
3.

the forested interior of the Caradoc Sand Plain.

With the addition of the Butler's Woods site to the sites
described above, there is growing evidence for the definition of
a distinct, non-lacustrine settlement-subsistence system for
Saugeen Middle Woodland groups within the middle Thames River
drainage. It is hypothesized that this pattern involves the use
of macro-band camps along the Thames River in spring and summer
(i.e. Brodie, Boresma), followed by the use of relatively large
inland base camps located near ponds in the fall and winter (i.e.
Barclay Road). From these base camps brief excursions to hunting
and gathering sites would have been made by smaller groups
throughout the cold season (i.e. Butler's Woods, Beach Ridge,
East Bog, West Bog) . The existence of large inland base camps
such as Barclay Road adds a new dimension to our understanding of
Middle Woodland settlement systems.
If these inland camps were
occupied throughout the cold season, and sites like Butler's
Woods are only temporary camps, as our data suggest, the
fragmentation of Middle Woodland bands during the winter may have
been less pronounced than we have thought in the past.
It is
hoped
that ongoing Middle Woodland research in the area will
provide the opportunity to test this hypothesis and flesh out
this emerging settlement pattern with more substantive data.
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Conclusions
Given the settlement-subsistence pattern outlined in this
paper, it is likely that many small hunter-gatherer camps similar
to Butler's Woods exist on the archaeological landscape.
Unfortunately, such small sites have a very low archaeological
visibility and their significance is rarely recognized.
Our
investigation of the Butler's Woods site demonstrates that these
sites are an important component of the archaeological record of
prehistoric hunter-gatherers.
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Plate 2: Ceramics From Barkley Road, a-d: Vessel 1, upper rim sections (rocker dentate
stamp w/ incised triangles); e-g: Vessel 1, interior sherds (rocker dentate
stamp); h-j: Vessel 2, neck-shoulder sherds; k-m: cord malleated body sherds.

ONE SMALL POT OF RIVIERE AU VASE PHASE PREHISTORY
Neal Ferris
Introduction
Perhaps the most poorly understood period of the Western Basin Late Woodland
Tradition in southwestern Ontario, Riviere au Vase phase (ca. A.D. 500-600 to A.D.
800-900) occupations in this part of the world are poorly known and tend to be
represented by components on usually hopelessly multi-component sites (Murphy and
Ferris n.d.). Currently, Riviere au Vase phase occupations are known from Lake Erie
sand points such as Point Pelee (eg. Keenlyside 1978), along the Thames River near
Delaware (eg. Fox n.d.), and along the Thames drainage in eastern Kent County (eg. Fox
1985; see Figure 2). These occupations have mostly been interpreted as cold weather
hunting camps (eg. Fox 1985; n.d.; Murphy and Ferris n.d.).
While photographing the Historic Fairfield Delaware Mission site collection at the
Fairfield Museum just east of Thamesville, I noticed a small, complete ceramic vessel on
display in the museum, dating to the latter half of the Riviere au Vase phase, which had
been found adjacent to the museum and donated to it some time ago. In that the
proximity of this find is close to the Couture and Park Riviere au Vase phase sites, and
that the weak database for this period should be augmented whenever possible, the
following is a brief description of this vessel.
The vessel was discovered eroding out of a bank of Fairfield Creek, a small
feeder creek flowing into the Thames River just east of the Fairfield Mission site. This
vessel (Figure 1) measures 15.5 cm in height with an outflaring rim; a short, slightly
extended and constricted neck; an ill-defined shoulder; and round body coming to a
rounded base. The rim of the vessel is decorated by a row of oblique tool impressions,
1.54 cm wide, made by a rough, rectangular shaped stylus, such as a twig or bone
splinter. It appears that this row of tool decoration was applied to a cordmarked
surface, unlike the neck, which had been smoothed-over. The lip is rounded and also
decorated by the same stlyus, applied at regular intervals creating a scalloped-like
effect. The lip measures 1.10 cm in thickness. The interior of the vessel is also
decorated by a row of oblique tool impressions made by the same stylus, this time
measuring 1.44 cm wide. On the exterior of the vessel below the row of oblique tool
impressions is a single row of deep, rectangular and vertical punctates, averaging 0.4
cm deep and leaving distinct bosses on the interior of the vessel. This band of punctates
measures 0.94 cm wide. Below the rim on the neck are between six and seven rows of
slightly oblique to horizontal tool impressions. These impressions are applied quite
heavily, and could almost be considered rows of punctates, although these rows did not
leave any interior bosses. Based on the impression made by the stylus, the same tool
was used to make both the vertical row of punctates and and oblique impressions. These
rows of tool impressions measure 4.32 cm wide. The impression made by this stylus
suggests that it was the cord-wrapped edge of a paddle, perhaps the same paddle used
to cordmark the body of the vessel.
The shoulder of this pot is defined by the end of the smoothed neck and beginning
of the cordmarked body surface of the vessel. The paste of this pot is a dark brown
colour an small, medium and large fragments of temper were used. The interior orifice
of the vessel rim measures 9.93 cm in diameter, 12.63 cm measuring from the exterior
of the vessel. The exterior diameter measured around the tightest portion of the neck is
10.57 cm, while the diameter at the widest point of the vessel (just below the shoulder)
is 12.39 cm. The interior of the vessel is covered by a carbonized crust of food
material, extending from the shoulder down to the bottom of the pot. The capacity of
the vessel is measured at roughly 1.1 liters.
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While data are still weak for seriating Riviere au Vase phase ceramics, it is
believed that earlier, plain cord-marked vessels, known as Wayne Wares, start being
replaced by decorated vessels around ca. A.D. 700 in southwestern Ontario (Murphy and
Ferris n.d.), which in turn eventually evolve into the elaborately decorated Younge
phase vessels during the 9th century A.D. The date of the Fairfield Creek pot can only
be guessed at, but in light of the presence of multiple rows of tool impressions applied
to a smoothed neck surface, deep punctates with interior bosses, and a mottled
cord-marked body, this pot likely dates to the end of the 8th or beginning of the 9th
century A.D. A best guess of between A.D. 750 to 850 is thus offered.
The significance of this pot is that it represents part of a body of data which
increasingly points to the eastern Kent County, Thames River drainage as an important
region of occupation during the Riviere au Vase phase. Sites like Couture (Fox 1985),
and Park, located within a kilometer of the Fairfield Creek site, may represent cold
weather occupations which were likely used throughout the late Middle Woodland and
Riviere au Vase phase. Augmenting these sites are locales like Fairfield Creek, which
have the potential of yielding more descrete, single component occupations, something
sorely needed to understand the lifeways of these Riviere au Vase peoples, as well as to
understand the Middle Woodland - Late Woodland transition in this region.
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